
Don’t get Burned by Small 

“Large Out” 
Balances in National Bank Note Catalogs 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Since the 1980s the large out data listed for national banks in the Kelly and Hickman-Oakes 

catalogs have been used widely by numismatists as a measure of national bank note rarity. Listings of less 

than $100 occur for a number of banks, and there are no shortages of listings of less than $1,000. Such 

numbers can trigger great excitement when a note turns up from such a bank. Dealers as well as collectors 

often stampede themselves into frenzied bidding under such circumstances. 

The large out data came from the last ledger sheet maintained for national banks by the Comptroller 

of the Currency. These data are found in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers, which are housed at the 

National Archives in College Park, Maryland. 

The large out figures were abstracted from the ledgers by pioneering national bank note researcher 

Louis Van Belkum as he compiled the listings of the serial numbers of notes issued to the banks. They were 

incorporated in the listings in the Hickman-Oakes and Kelly catalogs as critical pieces of information along 

with the serial number data. 

Numismatists leapt to the conclusion that the numbers represented the amount of large size national 

bank notes issued to the bank that were still outstanding when the books were closed for the bank. The 

problem is that those numbers are not what they seem, and that is why you are reading this. It is easy to get 

burned by the low large out numbers. 

The large out balance was used by the Comptroller of the Currency to track the value of the 

circulating notes that were the liability of the issuing bank. The reason for tracking this balance was that 

bankers had to pay a tax on their circulation. 

However, there is a big distinction between what is meant by large out as used by the Comptroller 
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Figure 1. The large out data in the first edition of the Hickman-Oakes catalog showed that all 

the large size notes from this Gardiner, Oregon, bank had been redeemed. It is clear from the 

National Currency and Bond Ledgers that notes from other banks were mistakenly redeemed 

into the account for this bank, wrecking the large out balance. Eleven Series of 1902 notes have 

been reported from the bank to date, making it readily available in terms of an Oregon 

national. Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction archives. 
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of the Currency and the meaning attached to it by numismatists. 

PROBLEMS 

Analysis of the National Currency and Bond Ledgers augmented by sifting through contemporary 

correspondence between the officials who oversaw the redemption of national bank notes reveals that the 

large out values generally are not a valid indicator of rarity. 

Three major problems have been documented. 

(1)  There were widespread and very significant sorting errors as national bank notes were 

redeemed. The problem of sorting errors became especially serious after 1900 so the official 

correspondence is rife with discussions about the problem. We readily can identify obvious redemption 

errors in the ledgers and find occasional fixes by the clerks when the errors were particularly egregious. 

However, no attempts were made by the Comptroller’s clerks to correct most of the errors that we have 

found. These errors directly impacted the reliability of the large out balances for all the banks in the country. 

(2)  The corporate lives of national banks ceased by limitation, so periodically the bankers had to 

apply for an extension of corporate life. Prior to mid-1908, the old series notes were closed out from the 

books of the bank after an extension, and the outstanding old series notes became the liability of the U. S. 

Treasury, not the banks. Large out balance after closeout tracked only the outstanding new series notes. All 

the old series notes that remained outstanding were not included. Consequently, the large out balances 

greatly exaggerate the apparent rarity of notes from such banks. The data for thousands of banks were 

impacted. 

(3) If the bankers sold some bonds used to secure their circulations in order to reduce their 

circulations prior to mid-1908, the money received was deposited into the Treasury redemption fund, and 

that value of outstanding notes became the liability of the Treasury, not the banks. Any of those notes that 

remained outstanding also were missing from the large out balance. This problem is particularly significant 

if the bank went out of business shortly after the bond sale. 

Do the closeouts attending extensions and amounts involved in bond sales add up to a big deal? 

The answer is an emphatic yes! Tens of millions of dollars’ worth of old series notes carried as a liability 

of the Treasury went unredeemed, and the accounting for those outstanding notes are hidden from 

numismatic view. Certainly, that total declined over the years, but all the unredeemed notes involved are 

missing from our large out values. Simply put, there are far more notes out there than the large out values 

indicate. 

Similarly, the sorting errors wrecked the reported large out balances for seemingly very rare banks. 

If notes from other banks were redeemed into the account of a bank of interest to you, the large out balance 

for your bank is erroneously small. This simply means that unexpected notes potentially are waiting to 

come onto the market to surprise you when you thought you were buying a drop-dead rarity. 

We will walk you through a couple of red, white and blue examples of sorting errors and extension 

closeouts to illustrate just how distorted things can get. The cases treated here are not worst-case examples, 

but rather are typical of what we routinely find in the ledgers. The problems involved with bond sales are 

identical in character to the extension closeouts, so we will spare you an analysis of them. 

SORTING ERRORS 

Let’s start with an example of sorting errors. We’ll look at The First National Bank of Gardiner, 

Oregon, charter 10676. The last ledger page for the bank dating from 1935 reveals that the large outstanding 

balance was $0. This implies that every large note had been redeemed. 

This case is historic because John Hickman raised the red flag on it about 20 years ago, the first of 

these problems to be recognized. Large size notes were starting to show up from the bank, yet all were 

shown as redeemed in the national currency and bond ledgers for the bank. 

The ledgers for this bank couldn’t have been simpler or more revealing. The bank was chartered in 

1915. The bankers issued 2,682 sheets of 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plain backs; that is, 8,046 $10s and 

2,682 $20s, through February 1925. The bankers ceased issuing as allowed in the Federal Reserve Act of 

December 23, 1913. 

The fun began in the redemption column on the last ledger page. The Series of 1902 redemption 

were $82,120 in $10s and $51,980 in $20s. This works out to 8,212 $10s and 2,599 $20s. 
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Notice that there were 166 more $10s shown as redeemed than were issued to the bank! This is a 

cut and dried case where many $10s from other banks were erroneously redeemed into the account for the 

Gardiner bank. 

The fact is, even more than 166 $10s from other banks had been mistakenly charged off to the bank 

because several $10 Gardiner notes are reported. 

How could this happen? In a nutshell the answer is provided by an official who was observing the 

process. Co-author Lofthus found the following dynamite memo among the files of the Bureau of Public 

Debt written in January 1924 by William S. Broughton, Commissioner of the Public Debt, to the 

Undersecretary of the Treasury Garrard B. Winston. 
The examination of redeemed currency is probably the most uninteresting work in the Treasury. In 

determining the salary to be accorded the counters one positive factor is important—the number of notes 

counted, and one negative factor is important—the number of errors made in the examination. Under 

present procedure there is every incentive for careless work and there is a possibility of dishonest work. 

And in addition, due to the fact that such a small percentage of notes are recounted, there are a great many 

errors going through which invalidate the statistics regarding currency outstanding. 

Boughton had second thoughts about sending the memo, so it was never sent. 

A February 16, 1921 letter from Secretary of the Treasury D. F. Houston to the Comptroller of the 

Currency noted that the Comptroller’s office caught 42,805 errors in National Bank Redemption Agency 

assortments during calendar year 1920. While that number sounds large, the Redemption Agency handled 

163 million notes during that period. If they somehow caught 42,805 mistakes, how many slipped by 

unnoticed? Mistakes were made. This was a human undertaking, always underfunded at best because it also 

was a government endeavor. 

Furthermore, a simple procedure that would have revealed the problem on the Gardiner ledgers had 

been discontinued. At some point in 1914 the Bookkeeping Division in the Comptroller’s office ceased 

checking to see if redemptions for a bank exceeded the notes issued by it, a concern discussed in detail in 

a report sent to Comptroller Henry Dawes by Walter Woods dated June 26, 1924. 

Now view the problem from the perspective of a national bank note collector or dealer getting 

excited over a reported large out balance of a few hundred dollars for a favorite bank. Does he really want 

to stake a lot of money on the accuracy of that number in light of these revelations. One mis-assigned 

redemption to the bank’s ledger can null his entire bet! 

Figure 2. This $5 note is from the $186,100 in Original/1875 series notes issued by The First 

National Bank of Cheyenne, Wyoming (1800). The liability for the redemption of this note was 

transferred to the Treasury in 1894 when the bank’s charter was extended and $12,090 worth 

of outstanding Original/1875 series notes were closed out from the bank’s books. This and all 

the other Original/1875 notes became the liability of the Treasury, so any that remained 

outstanding are not represented in the $190,600 large out amount shown in our catalogs. 
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Figure 3. This redemption section from the Currency and Bond ledger for The First National 

Bank of What Cheer, Iowa (3192), lists a $13,350 deposit of lawful money on April 25, 1907, 

when the bank closed out its outstanding Series of 1882 circulation. That money was paid into 

the Treasury redemption fund to cover the redemption of the Series of 1882 notes then 

outstanding. The outstanding Series of 1882 notes were written off the books on subsequent 

ledger sheets, rendering useless the large out values shown thereafter. The redemption of the 

$13,350 in outstanding Series of 1882 notes was transferred to the Treasury redemption ledger 

and thus became invisible to numismatists, causing us to believe that notes from the bank are 

rarer than is the case. 
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EXTENSION CLOSEOUTS 

Let’s now look at the impact of pre-mid-1908 extensions of the corporate life of a bank. Section 6 

of The Act of July 12, 1882, which provided for the first corporate extension, contained this important 

provision: 
* * * at the end of three years from the date of the extension of the corporate existence of each bank the 

association so extended shall deposit lawful money with the Treasury of the United State sufficient to 

redeem the remainder of the circulation which was outstanding at the date of its extension. 

The Act of April 12, 1902 also incorporated this same provision. 

Here is how this worked using procedures in effect for all banks prior to mid-1908, and also used 

for many other banks whose officers elected to use the same procedure through 1911. The notes that came 

in from the old series were segregated from the new series on the bank’s redemption ledger for a period 

lasting up to three years after the bank was extended. At the three-year mark, the total value of the old series 

issues that were redeemed was summed and compared to the total amount of all the old series notes that 

were issued. The bankers were billed for the difference, which they paid in cash. Their money was deposited 

in the Treasury redemption fund to be used by the Treasury to redeem their outstanding old series notes. 

Notice that the liability for the old series notes passed to the Treasury at this point. Also at this 

point, all entries pertaining to the old series notes were wiped from the bank’s ledger. This process was 

called closeout. 

The Comptroller sent the bankers new series notes, equal in value to the closeout deposit, in order 

to properly maintain their bond secured circulation. This appears to have the character of some sleight of 

hand, but if you work through it, the process ensured that the Treasury—not the bankers—benefitted from 

any outstanding old series notes that never came in for redemption. 

If the bank was extended twice before mid-1908 and lasted three years beyond the second 

extension, the same thing happened again, so the total outstanding is now understated by the unredeemed 

notes from the two older series. 

Impact of Closeouts on Large Out Data 

Until now, numismatists have incorrectly assumed that the large out value reported in their catalogs 

represents the following simple calculation: 
large out = total large size issues - large size notes redeemed. 

This was not how large out was determined for extended banks or banks reducing their circulations prior 

to July 1908. For these banks, the actual formula was: 
large out = total large size issues - large note redemptions - lawful money deposited. 

The lawful money deposits to close out earlier series notes or to cover notes issued against bonds 

that were sold were recorded in the redemption 

column of the ledger as a substitute for the 

outstanding early series notes still on the street. The 

earlier series issues, redemptions and lawful money 

deposits were then wiped from the ledger carry-

forward totals. Consequently, the large out figures 

on succeeding ledgers represented only the current 

series, and this is the number that appears in our 

catalogs. Figure 4 illustrates a case where all the 

Series of 1882 issues were wiped from the books. 

This closeout procedure has enormous 

implications. Table 1 uses a hypothetical bank to 

illustrate the distortion to the large out data created 

by a pre-1908 closeout. Notice in this example that 

collectors are led to believe that only $250 in large 

size notes could potentially exist for the bank when, 

in fact, $1,750 is the actual value of potential 

Table 1. Example of a pre-July 1908 lawful
money closeout for a hypothetical extended
bank.

Series 1882 notes issued: $10,000
- 1882 notes redeemed $8,500
1882 notes out after 3 years $1,500

lawful money closeout deposit $1,500
Series 1902 notes issued:
closeout offset $1,500
+ normal 1902 issues $25,000
total $26,500

Large Out calculation:
Series 1902 notes issued $26,500
- redemptions of 1902 notes after closeout  $26,250
reported Large Out $250

possible large still outstanding $1,750
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survivors; respectively split out as $1,500 from the Series 1882 notes closed out plus $250 from the final 

Series of 1902 large out tally. 

The data on Table 2 illustrate that the distortion of the large out data caused by use of the pre-1908 

closeout procedure is considerable for actual banks. The large out listed in our catalogs for The First 

National Bank of What Cheer, Iowa (3192), is $4,070. However, that amount ignores $13,350 in old series 

notes outstanding after the bank’s charter extension. Similarly, The Montgomery County National Bank of 

Rockville, Maryland (3187), has a reported large out of $5,810, but that amount ignores $22,570 in old 

series notes that were outstanding at the time of closeout. 

Obviously, significant percentages of the old series notes shown in column two of Table 2 were 

redeemed in the years since the indicated closeout dates; however, not all were, so the reported large out 

values, respectively $4,070 and $5,810, are materially understated. 

Further messing things up is that many ledgers reveal that occasional closed out old series notes 

that should have been logged into the Treasury retirement account were recorded in error on the active 

Currency and Bond Ledgers for the banks. These bookkeeping errors caused the final large out amounts to 

be written down more than they should have been, actually making the large out numbers worse than they 

already were! 
July 1908 Modifications to the Closeout Process 

Auditor Walter Woods noted that at some point after 1902 “the practice of deposit and issue of new 

series notes was discontinued. The change was probably made to avoid the expense of sorting out the old 

series notes. It is also probable that it was made without realizing that the alteration in the practice was 

losing the gain to the Treasury [for notes] never presented.” 

Our survey of the Currency and Bond ledgers in the National Archives disclosed that the new 

closeout procedure began to be implemented in July 1908, but bankers could elect to use the old procedure 

as late as 1911. The statutory requirements for closeouts had not changed, but the new bookkeeping method 

used to accomplish them was streamlined. 

The bookkeepers started using redesigned ledger sheets that eliminated the need to record 

redemptions of old and new series in separate columns, a practice that had been necessary to calculate the 

closeout value for the old series under the old procedure. Instead, there was only one column for all the 

redeemed notes. When the end of the three-year closeout period was reached, the liability for the old series 

circulation was written down by the value of both the old and new series notes that had been redeemed, 

instead of only the old series redemptions. 

Figure 4. This is the last ledger page for the Montgomery County National Bank of Rockville, Maryland (3187). 

The total large size issue was $2,279,350, comprised of both Series 1882 and 1902 notes. The ledger total for Old 

Series notes, shown at center, is $1,791,800, representing only the Series of 1902 issues. $487,550 in Series of 

1882 brown backs were dropped from the ledger after closeout in 1906, including $22,570 worth of outstanding 

notes, so those 1882 notes were excluded from the final large out calculation. Consequently, the notes from the 

bank appear to be potentially rarer than they are. 
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Figure 5. The charter for The First National Bank of Breckenridge, Minnesota (4644), was extended on October 

7, 1911. This part of the Currency and Bond ledger shows the 1914 closeout entry that cleared $80,800 worth 

of Series of 1882 notes from the ledger. Note: “Dropped to close Section Six” entered by the bookkeeper. This 

amount was dropped from both the issued and redemption columns under the new accounting procedure 

adopted in 1908, which did not transfer money to the Treasury redemption account for the old series. The result 

is that the large out value on successive ledger sheets does not hide the Series of 1882 that remained unredeemed, 

so it more accurately reflects what actually remained outstanding. 

Table 2. Published Large Out values for selected banks, and the values of outstanding
old series notes that were written off at the time of closeout after the charters of the
banks were extended.

The published Large Out values understate the true value of outstanding notes by the amount of the written
off notes that remained outstanding.

Outstanding
Published Old Series Notes
Large Size Written Off at 

Ch. Bank Outstandinga
Time of Extensionb

1800 FNB of Cheyenne, WY $190,600 in 1924 $107,690 in 1911
2566 FNB of Butte, MT $21,950 in 1935 $54,700 in 1904
3073 FNB Ayer, MA $960 in 1935 $5,550 in 1906
3120 FNB Dillon, MT $3,750 in 1935 $3,210 in 1906
3187 Montgomery County NB Rockville, MD $5,810 in 1935 $22,570 in 1906
3192 FNB What Cheer, IA $4,070 in 1934 $13,350 in 1907
3205 Queen Anne's NB Centreville, MD $2,820 in 1931 $4,150 in 1907
3293 National City Bank of Grand Rapids, MI $57,935 in 1933 $78,490 in 1908
3335 Elizabethtown NB, PA $5,180 in 1935 $25,620 in 1908

a. Final Large Out balances recorded in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers, which are the Large Out
values published in numismatic catalogs.

b. Value of old series notes excluded from the outstanding circulation balances after extension. These values
certainly declined appreciably before the last Large Out totals were posted, but we have no idea by how
much because the set of redemption ledgers that survived are incomplete. The amount shown for the FNB
of Cheyenne combines $12,090 outstanding at the time of its first extension in 1894, and $95,600
outstanding at its second extension in 1911. The amount shown for the FNB of Butte has been adjusted
downward for $7,850 in known post-closeout Series of 1875 redemptions recorded in error on the active
ledger sheets for the bank.
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The new process greatly simplified bookkeeping and eliminated the need to separate the old and 

new series notes during redemption. It increased the likelihood that the entire value of the old series notes 

would be covered by the mixed redemptions. This accounting trick avoided the requirement for the bankers 

to deposit lawful money for the outstanding old series notes, and the need for the Comptroller to send an 

offsetting value in new series notes. Figure 5 shows the closeout notation on the ledger for The First 

National Bank of Breckenridge, Minnesota, (4644), as the bookkeepers simply wrote off the entire Series 

of 1882 issue from the books using the new procedure. 

Lawrence O. Murray, the newly installed Comptroller of the Currency as of April 28, 1908, 

instituted this change. Murray was a pro-banker and reform-minded individual who reorganized his office 

and streamlined the note issue, redemption and bookkeeping operations. He was the type of manager to 

target the burdensome closeout procedure, but possibly was not cognizant that the procedure substituted for 

it under his direction delayed winning the benefit of outstanding notes to the Treasury until the bank went 

out of business or national bank notes were phased out in 1935. 

Closeout Requirement Repealed 

An amendment to the National Bank Act passed July 1, 1922 granted automatic 99-year extensions 

to all existing banks and 99-year corporate lives to all banks organized thereafter. Section 2 stated: “That 

all acts or parts of acts providing for the extension of the period of succession of national banking 

association for twenty years are hereby repealed * * *.” Later, on February 25, 1927, the issue of extensions 

and corporate lives were avoided entirely by passage of an amendment that gave all existing and future 

national banks perpetual succession. These changes, of course, terminated the need for Section 6 closeouts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The large out data in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers were used by the Comptroller to 

accurately account for the outstanding taxable circulation of the issuing bank. Large out never was intended 

to track the potential surviving notes for a given bank. 

Pervasive sorting and redemption errors make the large out data unreliable as a basis for judging 

rarity. 

The large out data in our catalogs ignores the outstanding early series notes for all extended banks 

where the earlier series notes were closed out using the pre-July 1908 accounting procedure. Consequently, 

substantially more notes potentially exist for these banks than the large out data imply. This finding applies 

to every bank that was extended having a charter number of 3900 or lower. The large out balances for 

thousands of banks are impacted! 

Extension closeouts mean that tens of millions of dollars’ worth of notes were hidden from our 

large out totals, all leading to undercounts of potential survivors. Consequently, the large out data in our 

catalogs greatly overstates the apparent rarity of notes for the affected banks. 

The point of all this is that the large out values in our catalogs are not a reliable indicator of rarity. 

Large out values generally overstate rarity, sometimes dramatically. 

Our findings reported here don’t change the rarity of the notes you deal in or collect, no more so 

than does the hiding of notes from census takers. Your notes are as rare as they are and that is that. If you 

want to fathom their rarity and gamble that none or only a few more will turn up, all we are saying is that 

you would do well to learn other more accurate methods for evaluating the likelihood of survivors, and base 

your spending accordingly. 
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